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Why is Error Handling Code So 
Pervasive?





Logging and Error Handling
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Use an exception when you can’t tell in 
advance whether an operation will 

succeed or fail.

- Bertrand Meyer



When does this happen?
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(it should just work)



IO is the biggest unknown - it’s a system 
edge





Translate from “outside world errors” 
immediately.





Missing null check?



Where is the outside world here?



        private void HandleMessageCompletion(
                                     Message message,
                                     TransactionScope tx,
                                     OpenedQueue messageQueue,
                                     Exception exception,
                                     Action<CurrentMessageInformation, Exception> messageCompleted,
                                     Action<CurrentMessageInformation> beforeTransactionCommit)
        {
            var txDisposed = false;
            if (exception == null)
            {
                try
                {
                    if (tx != null)
                    {
                        if (beforeTransactionCommit != null)
                            beforeTransactionCommit(currentMessageInformation);
                        tx.Complete();
                        tx.Dispose();
                        txDisposed = true;
                    }
                    try
                    {
                        if (messageCompleted != null)
                            messageCompleted(currentMessageInformation, exception);
                    }
                    catch (Exception e)
                    {
                        Trace.TraceError("An error occured when raising the MessageCompleted event, “
                          “the error will NOT affect the message processing"+ e);
                    }
                    return;
  



Better?
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Ifs without elses are sometimes like swallowing exceptions



Better?



Better-er?
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Inventory Sale

barcode
item



Ultimately, we have to think about what 
our error means to the business





It’s all a matter of design..



Fail Fast
Carry On
Ignore

Record



Tended and Untended Systems are 
Significantly Different









the creamy centre

Passing Through







There are many variations of Special Case Object:

- Null Object
- NaN
- Empty List
- Option types (Maybe Monad)



In pipeline programming..

int sum = widgets.stream()
                                                              .filter(b -> b.getColor() == RED)
                                                              .mapToInt(b -> b.getWeight()) 
                                                              .sum();



Special Case Objects are fine when we are careful 
about exogenous properties



Domain Extension



def span_count ary
  return 0 if ary.size == 0
  count = 0
  if ary[0] > 0
    count = 1
  end
  i = 0
  while i < ary.size - 1 do
    if ary[i] == 0 && ary[i+1] != 0
      count = count + 1
  end
  return count
end



def span_count ary
  ([0] + ary).lazy
                 .each_cons(2)
                 .count {|c,n| c == 0 && n != 0 }
end



Noticeable Error Handling is a Symptom 
of Bad Design



Generalize to maintain the Creamy Centre





What is the square root of -1?



the creamy centre



Avoid Tunneling



The string is a stark data structure and everywhere it is passed there     
is much duplication of process. It is a perfect vehicle for hiding information.      

Alan Perlis 





Total Functions
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Noticeable Error Handling is a Symptom 
of Bad Design

Consider ALL the cases to make design better



The mechanism you use is not as 
important as preserving the creamy 

centre and challenging the error



Creamy Center


